An efficient dominating set (or perfect code) in a graph is a set of vertices the closed neighborhoods of which partition the vertex set of the graph. The minimum weight efficient domination problem is the problem of finding an efficient dominating set of minimum weight in a given vertex-weighted graph; the maximum weight efficient domination problem is defined similarly. We develop a framework for solving the weighted efficient domination problems based on a reduction to the maximum weight independent set problem in the square of the input graph. Using this approach, we improve on several previous results from the literature by deriving polynomial-time algorithms for the weighted efficient domination problems in the classes of dually chordal and AT-free graphs. In particular, this answers a question by Lu and Tang regarding the complexity of the minimum weight efficient domination problem in strongly chordal graphs.
Introduction
The concept of an efficient dominating set in a graph was introduced by Biggs [2] as a generalization of the notion of a perfect error-correcting code in coding theory. Given a (simple, finite, undirected) graph G = (V, E), we say that a vertex dominates itself and each of its neighbors. An efficient dominating set in G is a subset of vertices D ⊆ V such that every vertex v ∈ V is dominated by precisely one vertex from D. Efficient domination has several interesting applications in coding theory and resource allocation of parallel processing systems [2, 28, 30] . The notion of an efficient dominating set appeared in the literature under various other names such as: perfect code, 1-perfect code, independent perfect dominating set, and perfect dominating set. Note, however, that the name perfect dominating set has also been used in the literature to denote a subset of vertices D ⊆ V such that every vertex v ∈ V \ D is dominated by precisely one vertex from D. See [32] for a nice historical overview of the notion of efficient dominating set.
A graph is efficiently dominatable if it contains an efficient dominating set. All paths are efficiently dominatable, and a cycle C k on k vertices is efficiently dominatable if and only if k is a multiple of 3. Bange et al. [1] showed that if a graph G has an efficient dominating set, then all efficient dominating sets of G have the same cardinality, which equals the minimum cardinality of a dominating set of G. The efficient domination (ED) problem consists in determining whether the input graph is efficiently dominatable. The ED problem is NP-complete even for restricted graph classes such as planar cubic graphs [25] , bipartite graphs [41] , planar bipartite graphs [32] , chordal bipartite graphs [32] , chordal graphs [41] , and line graphs of planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree three [5] . On the other hand, the ED problem is polynomial for several graph classes, including trees [1, 17] , block graphs [41] , interval graphs [13, 14, 24, 26] , circular-arc graphs [13, 24] , cocomparability graphs [10, 14] , bipartite permutation graphs [32] , permutation graphs [28] , distance-hereditary graphs [32] , trapezoid graphs [28, 29] , split graphs [12] , dually chordal graphs [7] , AT-free graphs [7, 8] , and hereditary efficiently dominatable graphs [34] . The efficient domination problem has also been studied from a parameterized point of view, see, e.g., [9, 23] .
In this paper, we consider two weighted versions of the ED problem. In its decision form, the minimization version of problems can be stated as follows:
The maximization version of problem (Maximum Weight Efficient Dominating Set (Max-WED)), can be defined analogously, replacing the condition w(D) ≤ k with w(D) ≥ k.
Clearly, a graph G = (V, E) contains an efficient dominating set if and only if (G, w, |V |) is a yes instance to the Min-WED problem, where w(x) = 1 for all x ∈ V . Consequently, the Min-WED problem is NP-complete in every class of graphs where the ED problem is NP-complete. On the other hand, the Min-WED problem is solvable in polynomial time for trees [40] , cocomparability graphs [10, 14] , split graphs [12] , interval graphs [13, 14] , circular-arc graphs [13] , permutation graphs [28] , trapezoid graphs [28, 29] , bipartite permutation graphs [32] , convex bipartite graphs [7] and their superclass interval bigraphs [7] , distance-hereditary graphs [32] , block graphs [41] and hereditary efficiently dominatable graphs [16, 34] . Since negative weights are allowed, the Max-WED problem is equivalent to the Min-WED problem.
We develop a framework for solving the Min-WED and Max-WED problems based on a reduction to the Maximum Weight Independent Set problem in the square of the input graph (this is done in Section 3). We then apply this framework, together with some existing results from the literature, to derive new polynomial cases of the Min-WED problems, namely the classes of dually chordal graphs and AT-free graphs (in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively). The class of dually chordal graphs contains the class of strongly chordal graphs, for which the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm for the Min-WED problem was posed as an open problem by Lu and Tang in [32] . We give a linear-time algorithm for the Min-WED and Max-WED problems in the class of dually chordal graphs. Our algorithm for the Min-WED problem in the class of AT-free graphs is of complexity O min{nm + n 2 , n ω } , where ω < 2.3727 is the matrix multiplication exponent [39] , and n and m denote the number of vertices and edges of the input graph, respectively. This improves on the existing polynomial-time algorithms for the ED problem in AT-free graphs [7, 8] , both of which run in time O(n 4 ).
In Fig. 1 below, we show the Hasse diagram of the poset of most of the graph classes mentioned above, ordered with respect to inclusion. For each class, we state the complexity of the Min-WED problem, denoting by NP-c the fact that the problem is NP-complete in the corresponding class, while in the case of polynomial-time solvability, we state the running times of the fastest known algorithms. The inclusion relations in the figure were verified with help of the Information System on Graph Classes and their Inclusions [21] . O(n + m) [12] O(n + m) [41] planar cubic bipartite
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bigraphs interval P [7] Figure 1: Algorithmic complexity of the weighted efficient domination problem in various graph classes. In the time complexities marked by * , it is assumed that a graph is given by a trapezoid diagram (in the case of trapezoid graphs), by a permutation (in the case of permutation and bipartite permutation graphs), or by a one-vertexextension ordering (in the case of distance-hereditary graphs).
Preliminaries
We only consider finite, simple and undirected graphs. As usual, the neighborhood of a vertex v in a graph G = (V, E) is denoted by N G (v) := {u ∈ V | uv ∈ E} (or simply N (v), if the graph is clear from the context), and the closed neighborhood of v is
2 ) such that uv ∈ E 2 if and only if either uv ∈ E or u and v are distinct and have a common neighbor in G. The complement of a graph G = (V, E) is the graph G = (V, E) such that two distinct vertices u and v of G are adjacent in G if and only if they are non-adjacent in G. An independent set in a graph is a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices, and a clique is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. Given a graph G and a total ordering σ = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) of its vertex set, we will denote by G σ,i the subgraph of G induced by {v i , v i+1 , . . . , v n }, and by N σ,i (v) (resp. N σ,i [v] ), the neighborhood (resp., the closed neighborhood) of a vertex v ∈ V (G σ,i ) in G σ,i .
Chordal graphs are graphs in which every cycle on at least 4 vertices has a chord (an edge connecting two non-consecutive vertices on the cycle). It is well known that chordal graphs are precisely the graphs that admit a perfect elimination ordering. A perfect elimination ordering of a graph G is a total ordering σ = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) of its vertex set such that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
Dually chordal graphs were introduced in [4] as graphs that admit a certain vertex ordering called a maximum neighborhood ordering. Given two vertices u and v in a graph
v i has a maximum neighbor in the graph G σ,i . Dually chordal graphs admit several equivalent characterizations and form a generalization of strongly chordal graphs, a well-known subclass of chordal graphs properly containing the classes of trees and interval graphs. In fact, strongly chordal graphs are exactly the hereditary dually chordal graphs, that is, graphs for which each induced subgraph is a dually chordal graph. Algorithmic aspects of dually chordal graphs were treated systematically in [3] .
A partial order may be viewed as a transitive directed acyclic graph. A comparability graph is the graph obtained by ignoring the edge directions of a transitive directed acyclic graph. A graph is cocomparability if its complement is a comparability graph.
An asteroidal triple in a graph G is a subset I = {u, v, w} of three pairwise non-adjacent vertices such that for every vertex x ∈ I, the two vertices in I \ {x} are contained in the same connected component of the graph G − N [x] . A graph G is said to be AT-free [15] if it contains no asteroidal triples. AT-free graphs form a large class of graphs containing cographs, interval graphs, permutation graphs, trapezoid graphs, and cocomparability graphs. For further details on graph classes, see [6, 20] .
The Reduction
The decision version of the MWIS problem can be stated as follows:
Maximum Weight Independent Set (MWIS)
Input: A tuple (G, w, k) consisting of a graph G = (V, E), vertex weights w : V → Z, and an integer k ∈ Z. Question: Does G contain an independent set I ⊆ V such that w(I) ≥ k?
This problem, together with its unweighted version, is a classical NP-complete problem, which remains hard even for several restricted graph classes such as triangle-free graphs [38] , K 1,4 -free graphs [35] and planar graphs of maximum degree at most three [19] . On the other hand, the MWIS problem has been shown to admit polynomial solutions in several graph classes, such as claw-free graphs [35, 36, 37] , and their generalization fork-free graphs [31] , perfect graphs [22] , and AT-free graphs [8] .
The following simple but useful observation from [7] establishes a connection between efficient dominating sets in a graph G and independent sets in its square.
Observation 1 ([7]
). Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let w be a vertex weight function for G defined by w(x) = |N G [x]| for all x ∈ V . Then, the following statements are equivalent for every I ⊆ V : (i) I is an efficient dominating set in G.
(ii) I is a maximum-weight independent set in G 2 such that w(I) = |V |.
The above observation (as well as a slightly more general observation from [34] ) has an immediate algorithmic corollary, reducing the ED problem to the MWIS problem in the square of the input graph. In [7, 34] , the exact time complexity of such a reduction was not specified; we do this in the following proposition. Given a graph G, we denote by |G| its encoding length.
Proposition 2 ( [7, 34] ). Let C be a graph class for which the MWIS problem is solvable in time T (|G|) on squares of graphs from C. Then, the ED problem for C is solvable in time
Proof. It is easy to see that the square G 2 can be computed in time O(n ω ) using matrix multiplication. Alternatively, assuming that G is given by adjacency lists, computing G 2 can be done in time O(nm+n), as follows. First, we fix an ordering σ = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) of V and order the adjacency lists with respect to σ. This can be done in linear time, see, e.g., [20, p. 36] . Then, we create a new copy of these lists. For every vertex v ∈ V , we process its neighbors in order and for each of them, say w, we merge the current adjacency list of v with the adjacency list of w (removing duplicates). Since the lists are ordered, each such merging step can be done in O(n) time. Hence, the overall time complexity of computing G 2 is
where the last equality holds since n ≥ 1. This justifies the time complexities given in Proposition 2.
We extend the approach of Brandstädt et al. [7] and Milanič [34] to the weighted versions of the ED problem based on a suggestion made in [27] . We have the following Theorem 3. Let C be a graph class for which the MWIS problem is solvable in time T (|G|) on squares of graphs from C. Then, the Min-WED and Max-WED problems are solvable on graphs in
The proof of this theorem will rely on two auxiliary lemmas. The first one shows how the problem can be reduced to the case of non-negative weights.
Lemma 4. Let (G = (V, E), w, k) be an instance to the Min-WED problem such that µ = min {min{w(x) | x ∈ V }, k} < 0. Suppose that G has an efficient dominating set, and let γ be the common cardinality of all efficient dominating sets of G. For all x ∈ V , letw(x) = w(x) + |µ|, and letk = k+|µ|·γ. Then, (G, w, k) is a yes instance to the Min-WED problem if and only if (G,w,k) is a yes instance to the Min-WED problem. In addition,μ = min min{w(x) | x ∈ V },k ≥ 0.
Proof. Recall that if a graph G has an efficient dominating set, then all efficient dominating sets of G have the same cardinality, which equals the minimum cardinality of a dominating set of G. This implies that if we replace each w(x) withw(x) = w(x) + |µ|, then the weight of each efficient dominating set will increase by exactly |µ|γ, where γ is the common cardinality of all efficient dominating sets of G. Consequently, (G, w, k) is a yes instance if and only if (G,w, k + |µ|γ) is a yes instance. The fact thatμ ≥ 0 is clear.
The second lemma deals with the case of non-negative weights.
Lemma 5. Let (G = (V, E), w, k) be an instance to the
, for all x ∈ V , and k ′ = M · |V | − k. Then, (G, w, k) is a yes instance to the Min-WED problem if and only if (G 2 , w ′ , k ′ ) is a yes instance to the MWIS problem.
Proof. On the one hand, if D is an efficient dominating set in
and (G 2 , w ′ , k ′ ) is a yes instance to the MWIS problem. On the other hand, let I be an independent set in G 2 with k ′ ≤ w ′ (I). We claim that x∈I |N G [x]| = |V | and w(I) ≤ k. Since I is an independent set in G 2 , it is an independent set in G such that the closed neighborhoods (in G) of its elements are pairwise disjoint. Therefore,
which implies w(I) = x∈I w(x) ≤ k. Thus, (G, w, k) is a yes instance to the Min-WED problem, as claimed.
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider an instance (G = (V, E), w, k) with |V | = n and |E| = m to the Min-WED problem. Let µ = min {min{w(x) | x ∈ V }, k}. If µ < 0, we transform the instance, using Lemma 4 to an equivalent instance (G,w,k) to the Min-WED problem with non-negative weights andk. The time complexity of this step is dominated by solving the ED problem in G, which, by Proposition 2, is of the order O min{nm + n, n ω } + T (|G 2 |)).
To solve the Min-WED problem on (G,w,k), we apply Lemma 5. The corresponding instance (G 2 , w ′ , k ′ ) to the MWIS problem can be computed in time O(n + m). Summarizing, in order to solve the Min-WED problem, we only need to compute G 2 and solve at most two instances of the MWIS problem on G 2 . The Max-WED problem can be reduced in time O(n + m) to the Min-WED problem, since a tuple (G, w, k) is a yes instance to the Max-WED problem if and only if (G, −w, −k) is a yes instance to the Min-WED problem. Thus the result follows.
New Polynomial Cases of the Weighted Efficient Domination Problems
In this section, we exploit the approach developed in Section 3 and develop new polynomial results for the Min-WED and Max-WED problems.
Dually chordal graphs
In [32] , Lu and Tang wrote that "(. . .) it would be of interest to know whether or not there is a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the weighted efficient domination problem on (. . .) strongly chordal graphs." Recently, Brandstädt et al. [7] gave a linear-time algorithm for the efficient domination problem in the class of dually chordal graphs. The algorithm is a modification of Frank's algorithm (Algorithm 1 below), which solves the MWIS problem for chordal graphs in linear time [18] . The modification allows to find a maximum weight independent set of G 2 in linear time if G is dually chordal, without computing its square. Algorithm 1: [18] Algorithm to find a maximum weight independent set in chordal graphs.
Input: A chordal graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n and a vertex weight function ω. Output: A maximum weight independent set I of G. 1 Find a perfect elimination ordering σ = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) of G and set I ← ∅.
If v i is marked, set I ← I ∪ {v i } and unmark all u ∈ N {v1,...,vi−1} (v i ).
return I
We will make a similar modification of Frank's algorithm so that the obtained algorithm (Algorithm 2 below) solves the Min-WED problem for dually chordal graphs. The modification contains two major changes. First, we add a preprocessing step, transforming the given Min-WED instance (with possibly negative weights) to an instance of the MWIS problem. Second, we rewrite Algorithm 1 to find a maximum weight independent set of the square of the given graph. By Lemma 5, this will be a solution to the Min-WED problem.
For the first step, we use Lemma 4. For the second, we need the two following lemmas.
Lemma 6 ([3]).
A maximum neighborhood ordering of G which simultaneously is a perfect elimination ordering of G 2 can be found in linear time.
Additionally to finding a maximum neighborhood ordering σ = (v 1 , . . . , v n ), the algorithm in [3] also computes a maximum neighbor m i for each vertex v i such that for all i < n no vertex v i is its own maximum neighbor (v i = m i ). This is necessary for the next lemma.
Lemma 7. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with G 2 = (V, E 2 ) and a maximum neighborhood ordering σ = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) where for all 1 ≤ i < n, m i is a maximum neighbor of v i with v i = m i . If
. Thus, the distance between v i and v j is at most 2. So v i and v j are also adjacent in
Then vertices v i and v j have a common neighbor v k in G, choose the rightmost such vertex (that is, the one maximizing the value of k). We distinguish between two cases: Solving the efficient domination problem (line 3) and finding a maximum neighborhood ordering (line 14) can be done in linear time [3, 7] . Also the overall runtime of lines 15-21 is bounded by the number of vertices and edges in G. Thus, Algorithm 2 runs in linear time.
As explained at the end of the proof of Theorem 3, the Max-WED problem can be reduced in time O(n + m) to the Min-WED problem by negating the weights. Therefore, the Max-WED problem can also be solved in linear time on dually chordal graphs.
AT-free graphs
We now consider the class of AT-free graphs. Recall the following result due to Chang et al. [11] .
Theorem 9 ([11]
). Every proper power of an AT-free graph is a cocomparability graph. Let γ be the common cardinality of all efficient dominating sets of G.
13
Set v unmarked and not blocked.
14 Find a maximum neighborhood ordering σ = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) of G which simultaneously is a perfect elimination ordering of G 2 , with the corresponding maximum neighbors (m 1 , . . . , m n ) where v i = m i for 1 ≤ i < n. Therefore, by Theorem 3, a polynomial time algorithm for the Min-WED and Max-WED problems in AT-free graphs will follow if the MWIS problem is solvable in polynomial time in the class of cocomparability graphs. The MWIS problem in the class of cocomparability graphs is equivalent to the maximum weight clique problem in the class of comparability graphs, for which the following result is known.
Theorem 10 ( [20, 33] ). The maximum weight clique problem can be solved in linear time on comparability graphs.
The algorithm given by Golumbic [20] requires a transitive orientation of a comparability graph G as input. Such an orientation can be found in linear time using methods of McConnell and Spinrad [33] . Consequently: Theorem 11. The MWIS problem on instances (G, w, k) such that G is a cocomparability graph can be solved in time O(|V (G)| + |E(G)|).
Theorems 3, 9 and 11 imply the following result. Proof. Let C be the class of AT-free graphs, and let G ∈ C with n = |V (G)|. By Theorem 9, the square of G is cocomparability. By Theorem 11, the MWIS problem is solvable on G 2 in time O(n 2 ). Thus, Theorem 3 implies that in the class of AT-free graphs, the Max-WED and Min-WED problems are solvable in time O min{nm+ n, n ω } + n 2 = O min{nm+ n 2 , n ω } .
Theorem 12 generalizes the polynomial-time algorithms for the efficient dominating set problem in the class of AT-free graphs by Brandstädt et al. [7] and by Broersma et al. [8] . Both papers [7, 8] solve the unweighted version of the problem in time O(n 4 ), while we give an algorithm of complexity O min{nm + n 2 , n ω } to solve the more general, weighted versions of the problem. The polynomial time solvability implied by Theorem 12 can also be seen as a common extension of the polynomial-time solvability of the Min-WED problem on interval graphs [13] , cocomparability graphs [14] , and permutation graphs [28] , all subclasses of AT-free graphs.
